
Left Right

Mrs. WRIGHT went into labor. Mr. WRIGHT prepared to take Mrs. WRIGHT RIGHT to the 
hospital.  He was in such a hurry that he put his RIGHT shoe on his LEFT foot. Obviously, he 
was not in his RIGHT frame of mind.  

Mrs. WRIGHT grabbed her sweater from the LE
LEFT the house for the hospital. As Mr. WRIGHT approached the hospital, he noticed a detour 
sign. The LEFT turning lane was blocked so he turned RIGHT instead. 

Mr. WRIGHT drove RIGHT in front of the hospital ent
As soon as they got inside the hospital he realized that he had LEFT the car running. He had 
to go RIGHT back outside to turn off the engine.  

He LEFT the car parked in front of the hospital and headed RIGHT back for t
desk. As he approached the desk, he realized that he had LEFT the keys in the ignition. 

Panicked, he went RIGHT back to the car, but noticed that the LEFT driver side door was 
locked. Luckily Mrs. WRIGHT hadn’t locked the RIGHT side door.  

Mr. WRIGHT ran RIGHT back into the hospital again. Mrs. WRIGHT had been taken to the 
labor and delivery. The nurse instructed him to go down the blue hall and turn LEFT, RIGHT 
just passed the water fountain.  

By the time Mr. WRIGHT got to the room, Mrs. Wr
Mr. WRIGHT to stand on the RIGHT side of Mrs. WRIGHT’s bed and hold her RIGHT hand..  

Mrs Wright looked RIGHT into Mr. WRIGHT’s eyes and asked, “Where is the video camera? 

“Oh no,” said Mr. WRIGHT, I LEFT it at 

Mrs. WRIGHT closed her eyes and said, “RIGHT now, you are not my favorite person. It might 
be better if you just LEFT the room.” 

“LEFT? Said Mr. WRIGHT. That wouldn’t be RIGHT at all.”  I’m staying here with you. 

RIGHT then, Mrs. WRIGHT screamed 
Mr. WRIGHT passed out. The nurses ran RIGHT over to him and placed him in a 
he came to, he saw Mrs. WRIGHT holding twins. 

A baby boy was on her LEFT arm and a baby girl was on her RIGHT. Mrs. W
smiling and Mr. WRIGHT was too.  

Not only had they been blessed to have one

Now that's what you call a happy ending, RIGHT?
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Right

Mrs. WRIGHT went into labor. Mr. WRIGHT prepared to take Mrs. WRIGHT RIGHT to the 
hospital.  He was in such a hurry that he put his RIGHT shoe on his LEFT foot. Obviously, he 
was not in his RIGHT frame of mind.  

Mrs. WRIGHT grabbed her sweater from the LEFT hand side of the closet and they quickly 
LEFT the house for the hospital. As Mr. WRIGHT approached the hospital, he noticed a detour 
sign. The LEFT turning lane was blocked so he turned RIGHT instead. 

Mr. WRIGHT drove RIGHT in front of the hospital entrance and helped Mrs. WRIGHT inside. 
As soon as they got inside the hospital he realized that he had LEFT the car running. He had 
to go RIGHT back outside to turn off the engine.  

He LEFT the car parked in front of the hospital and headed RIGHT back for the reception 
desk. As he approached the desk, he realized that he had LEFT the keys in the ignition. 

Panicked, he went RIGHT back to the car, but noticed that the LEFT driver side door was 
locked. Luckily Mrs. WRIGHT hadn’t locked the RIGHT side door.  

r. WRIGHT ran RIGHT back into the hospital again. Mrs. WRIGHT had been taken to the 
labor and delivery. The nurse instructed him to go down the blue hall and turn LEFT, RIGHT 
just passed the water fountain.  

By the time Mr. WRIGHT got to the room, Mrs. Wright was already pushing, so the Dr. asked 
Mr. WRIGHT to stand on the RIGHT side of Mrs. WRIGHT’s bed and hold her RIGHT hand..  

Mrs Wright looked RIGHT into Mr. WRIGHT’s eyes and asked, “Where is the video camera? 

“Oh no,” said Mr. WRIGHT, I LEFT it at home! 

Mrs. WRIGHT closed her eyes and said, “RIGHT now, you are not my favorite person. It might 
be better if you just LEFT the room.” 

Said Mr. WRIGHT. That wouldn’t be RIGHT at all.”  I’m staying here with you. 

RIGHT then, Mrs. WRIGHT screamed and squeezed Mr. WRIGHT’s LEFT hand really tight. 
Mr. WRIGHT passed out. The nurses ran RIGHT over to him and placed him in a 

Mrs. WRIGHT holding twins. 

A baby boy was on her LEFT arm and a baby girl was on her RIGHT. Mrs. WRIGHT was 
WRIGHT was too.  

Not only had they been blessed to have one WRIGHT baby, now they had two.

Now that's what you call a happy ending, RIGHT?
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Mrs. WRIGHT went into labor. Mr. WRIGHT prepared to take Mrs. WRIGHT RIGHT to the 
hospital.  He was in such a hurry that he put his RIGHT shoe on his LEFT foot. Obviously, he 

FT hand side of the closet and they quickly 
LEFT the house for the hospital. As Mr. WRIGHT approached the hospital, he noticed a detour 

rance and helped Mrs. WRIGHT inside. 
As soon as they got inside the hospital he realized that he had LEFT the car running. He had 

he reception 
desk. As he approached the desk, he realized that he had LEFT the keys in the ignition. 

Panicked, he went RIGHT back to the car, but noticed that the LEFT driver side door was 

r. WRIGHT ran RIGHT back into the hospital again. Mrs. WRIGHT had been taken to the 
labor and delivery. The nurse instructed him to go down the blue hall and turn LEFT, RIGHT 

ight was already pushing, so the Dr. asked 
Mr. WRIGHT to stand on the RIGHT side of Mrs. WRIGHT’s bed and hold her RIGHT hand..  

Mrs Wright looked RIGHT into Mr. WRIGHT’s eyes and asked, “Where is the video camera? 

Mrs. WRIGHT closed her eyes and said, “RIGHT now, you are not my favorite person. It might 

Said Mr. WRIGHT. That wouldn’t be RIGHT at all.”  I’m staying here with you. 

and squeezed Mr. WRIGHT’s LEFT hand really tight. 
Mr. WRIGHT passed out. The nurses ran RIGHT over to him and placed him in a chair. When 

RIGHT was 

WRIGHT baby, now they had two.
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